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**Tyco International**  
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Boca Raton, FL  33487  
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**Dick's Sporting Goods**  
345 Court Street  
Coraopolis, PA  15108  
724-273-3400 phone  
moussa.coulibaly@dcsg.com
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Doctoral Candidate  
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**Harvard Business School**  
T41 Morgan Hall, Soldiers Field Road  
Boston, MA  02163  
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ncraig@hbs.edu
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a.dedeke@neu.edu
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847-239-6576 phone  
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bdiromualdo@naplesventures.com
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bryan.eshelman@charming.com
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**The Johnson School**  
**Cornell University**  
370 Sage Hall  
Ithaca, NY 14853  
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aaf33@cornell.edu
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Edison 1235 Norte  
Monterrey Nuevo León  
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52 81 8048-7072 phone  
jose.francoc@oxxo.com
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Independent Retail Executive  
94 Byron Street  
Oakville, Ontario  
Canada L6J 7P9  
905-845-5507 phone  
mgalea@cogeco.ca
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Doctoral Candidate  
**The Wharton School**  
**University of Pennsylvania**  
500 Jon M. Huntsman Hall  
3730 Walnut Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19104  
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s.gallino@wharton.upenn.edu
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Bacardi USA  
2700 Le Jeune Road  
Miami, FL  33134  
305-586-9912 phone  
agamio@bacardi.com
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Associate Professor  
The Johnson School  
Cornell University  
321 Sage Hall  
Ithaca, NY  14853  
607-255-6755 phone  
Vg77@cornell.edu
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The Wharton School  
University of Pennsylvania  
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Philadelphia PA 19103  
215-317-3563 phone  
tgazmuri@wharton.upenn.edu

Mr. Edward Albert Gribbin  
President  
Alvanon, Inc.  
145 West 30th Street, Suite #1000  
New York, New York  10001  
212-868-4318 x131 phone  
ed.gribbin@alvanon.com

Dr. Bill C. Hardgrave  
Dean  
College of Business  
Auburn University  
Auburn, AL 36830  
334-844-4832 phone  
hardgrave@auburn.edu

Ms. Katharine Hawkins  
Senior Regional Distribution Coordinator  
Crate and Barrel  
71 Lexington Street  
617-213-2201 phone  
khawkins@crateandbarrel.com

Mr. Rick Helfenbein  
President  
Luen Thai USA  
95 Madison Avenue  
New York, NY  10016  
212-851-8000 phone  
Rick_Helfenbein@LT-US.Com
Dr. Kartik Hosanagar  
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The Wharton School  
University of Pennsylvania  
552 Jon M. Huntsman Hall  
3730 Walnut Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19104  
215-573-0831 phone  
kartikh@wharton.upenn.edu

Mr. Suresh Jain  
Vice President, Business Analysis  
QVC Inc.  
1200 Wilson Drive  
West Chester, PA 19380  
484-701-8328 phone  
suresh.jain@qvc.com

Mr. David Kaduke  
Vice President, Supply Chain Planning  
Limitedbrands, Inc.  
Seven Limited Parkway  
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068  
614-856-7276 phone  
dkaduke@limited-logistics.com

Dr. Barbara E. Kahn  
Patty and Jay H. Baker Professor of Marketing  
The Wharton School  
University of Pennsylvania  
3730 Walnut Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19104  
215-898-5404 phone  
kahn@wharton.upenn.edu

Mr. Edwin Keh  
Lecturer  
The Wharton School  
University of Pennsylvania  
Philadelphia, PA 19104  
011 852 9193 296 phone  
edwin@thekehs.com

Dr. Saravanan Kesavan  
Assistant Professor  
Kenan-Flagler Business School  
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill  
4704 McColl Building  
Chapel Hill, NC 27599  
919-962-3140 phone  
skesavan@unc.edu

Mr. Herbert J. Kleinberger  
Adjunct Professor  
Leonard N. Stern School of Business  
New York University  
512 Bellaire Drive  
Demarest, NJ 07627  
201-304-1004 phone  
hkleinberger@arcbusinessadvisors.com  
hkleinbe@stern.nyu.edu

Dr. Gurhan Kok  
Associate Professor, Operations Management  
Fuqua School of Business  
Duke University  
100 Fuqua Drive  
Durham, NC 27708-0120  
919-660-8039 phone  
gurhan.kok@duke.edu

Mr. Michael Kolar  
Director, Strategic Planning & Analysis  
Dick's Sporting Goods  
345 Court Street  
Coraopolis, PA 15108  
724-273-3525 phone  
mike.kolar@dcs.com

Dr. Venkat Krishnamurthy  
Principal  
Tiktalic, Inc.  
136 Davis Road  
Acton, MA 01720  
650-533-4592 phone  
venkat.krishnamurthy@hotmail.com
Dr. Jayanth Krishnan  
Vice President  
**Bank of America Merrill Lynch**  
101 North Tryon Street  
Charlotte, NC  
980-388-3377 phone  
jayanth.krishnan@bankofamerica.com

Mr. Kevin J. Kulinowski  
President, Retail Division  
**Gordon Brothers Group**  
101 Huntington Avenue, 10th Floor  
Boston, MA  02199  
617-422-6549 phone  
nkulinowski@gordonbrothers.com

Dr. Mumin Kurtulus  
Assistant Professor, Operations Management  
**Owen Graduate School of Management**  
**Vanderbilt University**  
401 21st Avenue South  
Nashville, TN  37203  
615-294-7058 phone  
mumin.kurtulus@owen.vanderbilt.edu

Mr. Robert Locke  
Vice President  
**Tyco International**  
19675 Seventh Street East  
Sonoma, CA  95476  
415-308-1034 phone  
rlocke@tycoint.com

Ms. Taylour Locke  
385 Union Avenue  
Brooklyn, NY  11211  
415-328-2750 phone  
taylourlocke@gmail.com

Mr. Pancho Malmierca  
Senior Manager  
**Accenture Supply Chain Services**  
4001 9th Street North, #1608  
Arlington, VA  22203  
571-296-1300 phone  
pancho.malmierca@accenture.com

Mr. Jim Mangone  
Director, Rider Services & Customer Experience North America Operations  
**Harley-Davidson Motor Company**  
3700 West Juneau Avenue  
Milwaukee, WI  53154  
414-343-8341 phone  
jim.mangone@harley-davidson.com

Ms. Vidya Mani  
Doctoral Candidate  
**Kenan-Flagler Business School**  
**University of North Carolina Chapel Hill**  
CB #3490, McCall Building  
Chapel Hill, NC 27599  
919-962-6513 phone  
vidya_man@unc.edu

Dr. Adam J. Mersereau  
Assistant Professor, Operations, Innovation, and Technology Management  
**Kenan-Flagler Business School**  
**University of North Carolina Chapel Hill**  
CB #3490, McColl Building  
Chapel Hill, NC  27599-3490  
919-962-8407 phone  
ajm@unc.edu

Ms. Nora Millan  
**Tufts University**  
Graduate Student  
781-308-1752 phone  
noramillanrivas@yahoo.com.mx

Mr. Antonio Moreno-Garcia  
Doctoral Student  
**The Wharton School**  
**University of Pennsylvania**  
Jon M. Huntsman Hall, Suite 500  
3730 Walnut Street  
Philadelphia, PA  19014  
267-237-8213 phone  
amore@wharton.upenn.edu
Mr. Juan Carlos Muñoz Abogabir  
Visiting Professor  
**Massachusetts Institute of Technology**  
77 Massachusetts Avenue, Room 1-240  
857-488-7426 phone  
jcmunoza@mit.edu  
Associate Professor  
**Pontificia Universidad Catolica**  
Chile  
jcm@ing.puc.cl

Dr. Suresh Muthulingam  
Assistant Professor  
**Johnson Graduate School of Management**  
**Cornell University**  
401P Sage Hall  
Ithaca, NY 14853  
607-255-0500 phone  
sm875@cornell.edu

Mr. Jiri Nechleba  
President and Chief Executive Officer  
**4R Systems, Inc.**  
801 Cassatt Road, Suite 202  
Berwyn, PA 19312  
601-644-1234 phone  
jnechleba@4rsystems.com

Dr. Marcelo Olivares  
Assistant Professor  
**Columbia Business School**  
3022 Broadway, Uris Hall 417  
New York, NY 10027  
212-854-3144 phone  
molivares@columbia.edu

Mr. Prashanth Palakurthi  
Chief Executive Officer  
**Reflexis Systems Inc**  
3 Allied Drive, Suite 400  
Dedham MA 02026  
617-281-3063 phone  
prashanth.palakurthi@reflexisinc.com

Ms. Alifiya Pareja  
Manager, Merchandising Process Improvement  
**Tiffany & Co.**  
600 Madison Avenue, 3rd Floor  
New York, NY 10022  
212-230-6746 phone  
alifiya.pareja@tiffany.com

Ms. Tricia Parent  
Principal  
**Gordon Brothers Group**  
101 Huntington Avenue, 10th Floor  
Boston, MA 02199  
617-422-6517 phone  
tparent@gordonbrothers.com

Mr. Colin Michael Peacock  
Director, On Shelf Availability  
**Procter & Gamble**  
47, Redston Road  
London, N87HL  
United Kingdom  
011 44 7808 053158 phone  
peacock.c@pg.com

Dr. Olga Perdikaki  
Assistant Professor  
**Mays Business School**  
**Texas A&M University**  
320 Wehner Building  
4217 TAMU  
College Station, TX 77843-4217  
979-458-1765 phone  
operdikaki@tamu.edu

Dr. Margaret Pierson  
Postdoctoral Research Fellow  
**Harvard Business School**  
428 Morgan Hall, Soldiers Field Road  
Boston, MA 02163  
401-497-8891 phone  
mpierson@hbs.edu
Mr. Joel Rampoldt  
Partner  
Oliver Wyman  
1166 Avenue of the Americas  
New York, NY 10036  
646-319-0996 phone  
joel.rampoldt@oliverwyman.com

Dr. Nils Rudi  
Associate Professor  
INSEAD  
1 Ayer Rajah Avenue  
138676 Singapore  
6598588340 phone  
nils.rudi@insead.edu

Dr. Walter J. Salmon  
Professor Emeritus  
Harvard Business School  
Cumnock Hall 300, Soldiers Field Road  
Boston, MA 02163  
617-495-6431 phone  
wsalmon@hbs.edu

Dr. Ariel Schilkrut  
Senior Vice President, Customer Solutions  
Scopix  
1350 Bayshore Highway  
Burlingame, CA 94010  
650-295-0446 phone  
arriel.schilkrut@scopixsolutions.com

Mr. William Schmidt  
Doctoral Candidate  
Harvard Business School  
Wyss House, Soldiers Field Road  
Boston, MA 02163  
617-852-3179 phone  
wschmidt@hbs.edu

Mr. Daniel Sheyner  
Associate  
Bain Capital  
118 Huntington Avenue, Apt. 502  
978-302-0050 phone  
dsheyner@baincapital.com

Mr. William Spain  
AD CBD  
Procter & Gamble  
10 Wren Terrace  
617-823-3645 phone  
spain.wj@pg.com

Mr. Russ Spieler  
Director  
AlixPartners  
40 West 57th Street, 25th Floor  
New York, NY 10019  
917-239-5163 phone  
rspieler@alixpartners.com

Mr. Thomas G. Stemberg  
Managing General Partner  
Highland Consumer Fund  
92 Hayden Avenue  
Lexington, MA 02421  
781-861-5545 phone  
tstemberg@hcp.com

Dr. Jayashankar M Swaminathan  
Glaxo Distinguished Professor  
Kenan-Flagler Business School  
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill  
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490  
919-843-8341 phone  
msj@unc.edu

Mr. Lauro Tagle Macias (Lauro Tagle)  
Supply Chain  
Cadena Comercial Oxxo  
Edison 1235 Norte  
Monterrey Nuevo León  
México C.P. 64480  
81-83892212 phone  
lauro.tagle@tiendasoxxo.com

Ms. Tina Tang  
Doctoral Student  
Harvard Business School  
64 HBS Mail Center  
Boston, MA 02163  
617-953-0093 phone  
ttang@hbs.edu
Dr. Zeynep Ton  
Assistant Professor  
**Harvard Business School**  
Morgan Hall 425, Soldiers Field Road  
Boston, MA 02163  
617-406-1734 phone  
zton@hbs.edu

Dr. Sezer Ulku  
Assistant Professor  
**McDonough School of Business**  
Georgetown University  
549 Hariri Building  
Washington, DC 20057  
202-687-0377 phone  
su8@msb.edu

Mr. Marshall Vance  
Doctoral Candidate  
**The Wharton School**  
University of Pennsylvania  
407 Blakeley Road  
Wallingford, PA 19086  
267-709-8429 phone  
vance@wharton.upenn.edu

Dr. Huifen Wang  
Professor  
**Jinan University**  
Guangzhou, Guangdong  
China, 510632  
530-566-4667 phone  
twhf@163.com

Mr. Andrew Weber  
175 West 79th Street  
New York, NY 10024  
212-579-5725 phone  
asweber@gmail.com

Dr. Giulio Zotteri  
Chief Operating Officer  
**Mondo Convenienza**  
Professor  
Dipartimento di Sistemi di Produzione ed Economia Aziendale  
**Politecnico di Torino**  
Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24  
10129, Torino  
Italy  
39 335 6086801 phone  
zhf@polito.it